Hiking in Langres area and its 4 Lakes

Crossroad of romans ways
 Departure from place « Bel’Air » in Langres
 Route markers
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From the “Porte des Moulins”, go down the “Allée de
Blanchefontaine”, broadside of limes, until in bottom, and turn
on the right to pass under the bridge. Take on the left to join
the “Fontaine de la Grenouille”, pass behind this one, climb to
arrive on a small asphalt road you will take on the right.
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Arrived on the crossing with the green lane, continue straight to
go down in the Vallée de la Bonnelle. After the river, turn on the
right and join Saint Geosmes by the gallo roman fountain.
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Continue straight, take on the left, a small way between two
hedges. Turn on the right on the strategical road and join the
GR7, marked out in write and red. There you arrive in Brevoines
and, go to the Faubourg of Saint Didier passing under the old
railway line and crossing the gardens.

Join the office of Tourism, either crossing the town centre, or
climb up the stairsof the Bouvière door, by the ramparts, the
Navarre’s tower, and its camping.
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Pass two crossings and turn on the right to cross the communal
wood where is the site called “Escargot”. Follow the road on
0,09 mile and climb up a path on the left. In Buzon, climb up on
the left and fork on the right to join the Virgin.

You will be with the balance of the Navarre’s tower. Climb up
until the road under ramparts : it climbs !
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There, take the little road on the right and after 0,05 mile, on
the right. At the crossing roads turn on the right to arrive in the
“Fort de la Bonnelle”. At the crossing, take on the right, and at
the next crossing roads, to join the “Hameau de Buzon” by the
old strategic road.
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Hiking in Langres area and its 4 Lakes

Crossroad of romans ways
 Not to miss !
 The foutain of « la Grenouille »
Its name is at the origin of a frog sculptured in the cave of the source, this set appears
place there from 1678. The future builder of the bell tower of Martinmas, claude Forgeot
gives it his natural aspect by 1755, with not only the concern to protect the site, but more
still to underline the beauty that the Nature gave to it.
The use of curvilinear plans and rock stones so shows the will to glorify the forms of the
architecture and the small valley by a mutual development.
We dreamed then to share with the city of the coolness and the rustle of these waters. For
lack of having come true, this hope bequeathed us the registration of the cave: “I am the
nymph(…).If the gods assist my wishes, I shall be city and the quite whole city will be
animated by my waters ". The source was also considered with the cutlers as the tempering
of the steel.

 The fort of Bonnelle
Hardly begun during the war of 1870, it is the only work of the device “langrois” to have
beaten the enemy on the occasion of the distortion of the place by the Prussians in
January, 1871. Its construction, begun in 1869, ends finally in 1885, with two phases of
works (1869‐1875/1881‐1885).
It is a fort, of “trapézoïdale” shape, with a 18 hectare surface. He could welcome 13
officers, 50 non‐commissioned officers, 610 privates, 4chevaux and 45 details of artillery.
Today property of the Commune of Saints‐Geosmes, the fort visits only on inquiry.
Particularity : Its covered ditches.
 Saints‐Geosmes and its three twins
The village owes its name to three twin saints " Sancti Gemelli ": Eleusippe, Meleusippe and Speusippe who would have been condemned
to die by the fire on January 17th 172 in l " aged of 24 years. Baptized by St Bénigne, they were in charge of évangiliser Lingons. The
Gallo‐Roman village of Urbatus adopted the word Saints‐Geosmes in memory of their sacrifice.
 The fountain‐laundry of Saints‐Geosmes
Until the realization of works of adduction in 1965, this fountain‐wash house, only water
source of the municipality, that is, and by far, the busiest place of the village. Everybody
came down, there often several times a day, to look for some water there, make drink
animals, do the laundry … that of memories! In summer, when the flow of the fountain
decreased, it was the long lines of the herds.
Below the fountain, is a reach which, before the installation of troughs, had to serve as
drinking trough. The wear of its pavement gives evidence of its seniority. After a hard day
of labour, we came to make for it cross horses to relax them.

Partners

We find ,in the South of Haute‐Marne, about fifteen stone kiosks dries called collectively "Snails". Stemming from the tradition of
"labyrinths‐mounds" older, "Snails" are in the shape of truncated cone and support in their periphery of the successive terraces, or
more generally a way in spiral going of the base to the summit. More information on the explanatory borders on the spot.
Maintenance of the route markers and the signalling system :
P.E.T.R du Pays de Langres
Physical maintenance of the path (mowing– clearing) :
Municipalities / Communauté de Communes du Grand Langres
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